Brad Myers Prime Numbers (Colloquy Records 1357)
Radio Add Date: June 8, 2015	

1. Bentley’s Blues (6:07)
2. Evidence (4:56)
3. Sunset in Curacao (7:48)
4. Spherical (6:28)
5. Rule of Threes (11:40)
6. The Big Push (7:08)
7. You Are Here (7:07)
8. There is Space for Us (8:22)
9. Invitation (7:25)	

*All songs written & arranged by Brad Myers except
“Evidence” (Monk), “The Big Push”(Shorter/arr. Chris
Barrick), and “Invitation” (Kaper/arr. Barrick.)
Brad Myers-guitar, Chris Barrick-vibraphone, Ben Walkenhauer-tenor sax, Peter Gemus-bass,
Tom Buckley-drums & cymbals, Michael Mavridoglou-trumpet #5 & flugelhorn #8,
Dominic Marino-trombone #5	

“Sure handed players that know the ropes, one can only hope this is the first of a series of aural
get-togethers by this crew because they are leaving us wanting more. Well done.”
– Midwest Record
The delightful blend of the tenor/guitar/vibes frontline offers a captivating sonic canvas to paint
upon, and the beautiful soundscapes created here are most compelling. Aurally reminiscent of the
beguiling sound of Grant Green’s classic Idle Moments, the musicians perform here with that same
combination of relaxed authority and adventurous lyricism, but fully in the current timeframe some
fifty years later. The music is conversational, with dialogues, trialogues and collective communion
weaving together fascinating tales that are palpably visual and often cinematic.	

Brad has shared the stage with notables including Fareed Haque, Jeff Coffin, John Scofield,
Victor Wooten, Stanley Jordan, Bela Fleck, Matt Wilson, The Cincinnati Pops, and many
more. Prime Numbers is Brad’s long awaited debut recording as a leader.	

Currently based in Cincinnati, Brad can be seen on any given night playing jazz, funk, rock or folk
with some of the area’s most talented artists – all with a big smile on his face.	
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